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Computational analysis of M-O covalency in M(OC6H5)4 (M = Ti, Zr, 

Hf, Ce, Th, U) 

Victoria E. J. Berryman,*a Zoë J. Whalley,a Jacob J. Shephard,b Tatsumi Ochiai,b Amy N. Price,b 
Polly L. Arnold,b Simon Parsonsb and Nikolas Kaltsoyannis*a 

A series of compounds M(OC6H5)4 (M = Ti, Zr, Hf, Ce, Th, U) is studied with hybrid density functional theory, to assess M-O 

bond covalency. The series allows for the comparison of d and f element compounds that are structurally similar. Two well-

estabilished analysis methods are employed: Natural Bond Orbital and the Quantum Theory of Atoms in Molecules. A 

consistent pattern emerges; the U-O bond is the most covalent, followed by Ce-O and Th-O, with those involving the heavier 

transition metals the least so. The covalency of the Ti-O bond differs relative to Ce-O and Th-O, with the orbital-based 

method showing greater relative covalency for Ti than the electron density-based methods.  The deformation energy of r(M-

O) correlates with the d orbital contribution from the metal to the M-O bond, while no such correlation is found for the f 

orbital component. f orbital involvement in M-O bonding is an important component of covalency, facilitating orbital overlap 

and allowing for greater expansion of the electrons, thus lowering their kinetic energy.

Introduction 

The extent to which the 5f orbitals participate in the bonding in 

actinide systems is a rich area of research. A demand for increased 

understanding of bonding in this region of the periodic table is 

growing, as pressure mounts for advances in technologies for 

reprocessing and disposal of nuclear waste. Although much progress 

has been made there is still debate about the appropriate tools to 

describe covalency and bonding in molecular f element compounds. 

Furthermore, there is a lack of understanding of periodic trends in 

bonding within the lanthanide and actinide series and how they 

change with oxidation state and ligand environment.1–4 

The mixing of metal and ligand orbitals is proportional to the 

spatial overlap between them and inversely proportional to the 

difference in their energies.5–9 Strong mixings can therefore arise 

when there are small energy differences between metal and ligand 

orbitals (e.g. in compounds of the so-called minor actinides, 

americium and curium) but only orbital overlap results in electronic 

charge accumulation in the internuclear region. Equating covalency 

with orbital mixing, we therefore have two sources of covalency; 

orbital overlap driven and orbital energy driven. Computational tools 

must consider both mechanisms to fully explore the nuanced 

property of covalency and thus, both an orbital-based approach and 

an electron topological approach are employed in this study. For the 

former, localized bonding orbitals are analysed with the Natural 

Bond Orbital (NBO) method10 and for the latter, the quantum theory 

of atoms in molecules (QTAIM)11 is employed. The NBO method 

moves beyond the, often delocalised, canonical molecular orbitals to 

optimally express a set of molecular orbitals with Lewis-like bonding. 

The QTAIM approach uses the electron density to partition the 

molecule into atomic regions for which atomic properties can be 

defined, while providing a measure of electron density involved in 

the bonding interactions between them. 

We recently reported a diuranium(III) compound which exhibits 

interesting behaviour at high pressure.12 Agostic interactions 

between the U and C–H groups of the N(SiMe3)2 ligands emerge only 

at high pressure (3.2 GPa), as evidenced by NBO and QTAIM analyses. 

While this was the first high pressure study of an organoactinide 

complex, pressure has proven to be a useful tool to study other 

actinide materials, in particular, for understanding the behaviour of 

the 5f orbitals of uranium and plutonium.13,14 Our results stimulated 

us to further explore weak interactions, and covalency, at high 

pressure. In this paper we establish a computational approach to 

analyse and interpret the effects of shortening a metal-ligand bond, 

such as may occur at high pressure. We are currently studying the 

effects of pressure on An(IV) tetra(aryloxide) complexes 

experimentally. The targets chosen here (M(OC6H5)4 (M = Ti, Zr, Hf, 

Ce, Th, U)) are models for these experimental systems; we seek to 

establish the methodology and computational tools which will be 

used in future analysis of these, and other, 

experimentally-characterised systems. 

Methods 

a. Dr. V. E. J. Berryman, Z. Whalley, Prof. N. Kaltsoyannis, School of Chemistry, The 
University of Manchester, Manchester, M13 9PL (UK) 

b. Dr. Jacob J. Shephard, Dr. Tatsumi Ochiai, Dr. Amy Price, Prof. P. L. Arnold, Prof. S. 
Parsons, EaStCHEM School of Chemistry, University of Edinburgh The King’s 
Buildings, Edinburgh, EH9 3FJ (UK). 
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Density functional theory (DFT) was employed throughout this 

study within the Gaussian 09 software package.15 The hybrid density 

functional approximation, PBE0,16,17 was used with Grimme’s D318 

and the Becke-Johnson damping parameters19–22 for dispersion 

corrections and was selected based on previous benchmarking 

studies of an analogous organoactinide complex. These data are 

presented in Table SI1 of the Supplementary Information. Ahlrichs’ 

polarized triple-ζ basis sets were employed for Ti and non-metal 

atoms (H, C and O).23,24 All other metal atoms were treated with 

Stuttgart-Bonn small-core relativistic effective core potentials (ECP), 

replacing 28 electrons in Ce and Zr, and 60 electrons in Hf, Th and U, 

in combination with the associated segmented valence basis sets.25–

29 The ultrafine grid option was used for numerical integration; other 

parameters were set to their default values. The harmonic 

vibrational frequencies were used to verify the optimized geometries 

as true energetic minima. 

The Ti system was also computed using a relativistic ECP, to 

replace the 10 core electrons; however, the NBO analysis could not 

be successfully executed in this case. That said, differences in other 

data computed with the ECP and the all electron basis sets were 

minimal. For example, optimized r(Ti-O) distances differed by less 

than 0.006 Å and the relative energies for the shortening of r(Ti-O) 

differed by a maximum of 2 kJ·mol-1. QTAIM metrics also showed 

negligible differences (e.g. ρBCP values were within 0.002 au, and  

δ(M,O) and -(GBCP/VBCP) values were within 0.006) and both basis set 

schemes yielded the same trends in QTAIM metrics relative to the 

other systems. 

 Metal-ligand bonding orbitals were analysed via the Natural 

Localized Molecular Orbitals computed with the NBO software 

package.10 The CHOOSE option was employed in NBO to impart a 

consistent bonding scheme in all systems which allowed for 

comparison of analogous overlap integrals in M-O bonding. Electron 

density-based analysis of metal-ligand bonding utilized the QTAIM11 

implemented in the AIMAll software package.30 

Results and discussion 

All of our target systems adopt C2 symmetry, and key structural 

parameters are shown in Table 1. The Ti-O-C angle is fixed to the 

average of the Zr and Hf systems because the optimized ∠(Ti-O-C) of 

141° differed significantly from the other systems, and we wish to 

ensure consistency across the geometries studied. This fixing 

produces a modest energy difference of 7 kJ·mol-1 vs fully optimised 

Ti(OC6H5)4, and negligible changes to the metrics studied herein. To 

probe the changes in chemical bonding over a range of M-O bond 

distances, M(OC6H5)4 were optimized and subsequently r(M-O) was 

shortened in 0.02 Å increments to –0.12 Å from the optimized values. 

A shortening of the r(M-O) bond by –0.12 Å represents a 6.7 % 

change for the Ti system (the shortest M–O bond) and a 5.6 % change 

for the Th system (the longest M–O bond). In these calculations, the 

r(M-O) parameter is fixed and all other parameters are optimized. 

Upon shortening of r(M-O), modest increases in the M-O-C angle 

occur, between 1° and 8°, while no other significant structural 

changes are observed. Energetic data from these scans are shown in 

Figure 1, with a trend of Ti>Hf>Zr>Th≈U>Ce. There is clear separation 

between the d block and f block elements, such that deformation 

energy for r(M-O) is greatest for the transition metals, followed by 

the actinides, and finally the lanthanide system, Ce(OC6H5)4. 

 

Table 1: Optimized structural parameters for M(OC6H5)4. Average 
values reported. ∠(O-M-O) is the angle between the closest ligand 
pairs. 

Compound r(M-O), Å ∠(M-O-C), ° ∠(O-M-O), ° 

Ti(OC6H5)4 1.785 171.0† 108.8 

Zr(OC6H5)4 1.937 172.0 109.7 

Hf(OC6H5)4 1.919 170.1 109.5 

Ce(OC6H5)4 2.086 172.4 105.2 

Th(OC6H5)4 2.147 177.4 107.9 

U(OC6H5)4 2.088 172.5 102.4 

†Ti-O-C angle fixed. 

 

 
Figure 1: Relative energy changes as a function of r(M-O) in 
M(OC6H5)4. 

Natural localized molecular orbital analysis 

The natural localized molecular orbitals (NLMOs) enforce 

maximum occupancy character, limited to integer occupancy. They 

are a complete and orthonormal set, able to describe exactly any 

property of the wave function, ψ. They have the advantage of 

typically being much more localised than the canonical orbitals, 

representing a Lewis-like structure and thus providing a conceptually 

intuitive picture of chemical bonding. Each orbital can be uniquely 

associated with a corresponding pre-orthogonal set of hybrid orbitals 

(PNHO). These PNHOs remain orthogonal to the atomic orbitals but 

have non-vanishing overlap integrals with PNHOs on other atoms, 

allowing for the overlap of these PNHOs to be assessed.  

 Each M-O interaction in our systems can be defined by three 

NLMOs, one σ-type and two π-type bonding orbitals. 

Representations of these three NLMOs are shown in Figure 2 for 

Ti(OC6H5)4 and U(OC6H5)4 and are typical of the d block and f block 
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systems, respectively. The most notable difference between these 

systems is at the central metal atom. Each M-O bond predominately 

results from interaction of the d orbital on the metal with the s and 

p orbitals on the oxygen to give σ- and π-bonding, respectively. 

However, the f block systems show f orbital mixing in the M-O bonds, 

and this f character can be seen in the M-O bonding NLMOs shown 

in Figure 2 for U(OC6H5)4, which has more lobes at the U centre, 

compared with Ti. Otherwise, there is no discernible variation from 

visual inspection of the NLMOs. This result, together with the 

structural similarities evident from Table 1, means that the systems 

are sufficiently analogous to probe and compare M-O bonding. 

The NLMOs can be decomposed to reveal the contributions from 

the metal atom (%M), and the results of this analysis, using %M as 

the sum of the 3 bonding-type orbitals (σ + 2π), is shown as a function 

of r(M-O) in Figure 3. Individual M-O bonding NLMOs (σ or π) have 

less than 15 %M for all systems and thus, are highly polarized bonds. 

NLMOs with less than 5 %M character are classified as oxygen lone 

pairs. If σ and average π contributions are considered separately, 

only Ti, U and Ce have π-bonding NLMOs with greater than 5 %M 

character. Thus, a divide is found in Figure 3 where the Ti, U and Ce 

systems have greater total %M than Zr, Hf and Th, with the latter 

systems being dominated by σ-type bonding.  

 
 Ti(OC6H5)4 U(OC6H5)4 

(a) 

  

(b) 

  
Figure 2:  The NLMOs for an M-O bond in Ti(OC6H5)4 (left) and 
U(OC6H5)4 (right). The σ-type bonds are shown in (a) and the two π-
type bonds are shown in (b). Isosurface value 0.02 au. 

 

 
Figure 3: Sum (σ + 2π) of metal contribution, %M, to the M-O 
bonding NLMOs with changes in r(M-O) in M(OC6H5)4. 

 

All systems experience increased %M upon shortening of r(M-O), 

with the greatest increase observed for U(OC6H5)4, 20-70% larger 

than for the other systems. In other words, as r(M-O) decreases, U 

most effectively increases metal contribution to the NLMOs. 

Although the %U contribution increases most steeply in both  and 

 bonding, the effect in the latter is the more dramatic, with %U 

contribution to π bonding increasing by a factor of ca. 2 to 3 times 

that of the other systems. 

The %M contribution to the NLMOs can be decomposed into 

atomic orbital character, and the results are shown in Figure 4. In 

each case, the σ and average π orbital composition is shown as a 

function of orbital character and as a percentage of the total 

contribution to the NLMO. The results are shown for the optimized 

system and where r(M-O) is shortened by -0.12 Å. The d block 

systems exhibit predominantly d character in all NLMOs, with minor 

s contribution to the σ-type bonding. The f block systems also display 

f orbital character in both σ- and π-type bonding NLMOs. This is most 

pronounced in π-type bonding where a significant portion of %M is 

f. The total %M contribution does not correlate with the deformation 

energy of r(M-O) shown in Figure 1 (R2 = 0.08), however, if only the 

d character of the M-O bonds is considered a much better correlation 

is found (R2 = 0.72). This correlation is found in both the σ (R2 = 0.68) 

and π (R2 = 0.73) orbitals. This suggests a relationship between d 

orbital involvement in bonding and bond deformability, though not 

an analogous f relationship. Studies of An-Cp complexes found large 

f orbital involvement in predominantly Cp-based orbitals which are 

not believed to contribute significantly to bond strength.3,31,32 
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Figure 4: %M contribution to NLMOs for geometry-optimized M(OC6H5)4 and at [r(M-O) – 0.12 Å]. %M is decomposed into the atomic orbital 

type where s, d, and f orbital character are represented by blue, green, and purple colours, respectively. The σ- and π-type NLMOs are shown 

as solid and striped bars, respectively. The π-type NLMO is an average the two π-type NLMOs. Values ≤ 0.01% are not shown. 

 

The Ce system exhibits the greatest f character (ca. 28 % of the 

total %M in the optimized system) in σ bonding, and significant f 

character (ca. 49% of the total %M in the optimized system) in π 

bonding. The 4f orbitals of the lanthanides are typically considered 

to be core-like with limited radial extent compared with the 5f 

orbitals of early actinides; however, covalency in cerium systems has 

been previously reported, e.g. in oxide, halide, and carbene 

complexes.33–35 Cerium is unique in the lanthanide series in having a 

readily accessible tetravalent oxidation state, and our results show 

similarities in the covalent nature of the Ce(OC6H5)4 and U(OC6H5)4. 

Two previous studies34,35 use QTAIM metrics to report a covalency 

trend of  U > Ce > Th and our results support this result, based on the 

metal contributions to bonding (Figure 3). This trend can be 

attributed to the f orbital contribution in π bonding, as the d orbital 

participation is similar, particularly for Ce and U.  
Although it may be tempting to assume that increased %M 

contribution to a bonding orbital (NLMO) is accompanied by 

increased overlap between the precursor orbitals, this is not 

necessarily the case. Consider the simple example of lengthening a 

homonuclear bond, in which the overlap decreases despite the 

contribution from each atom remaining constant. Thus, the overlap 

integrals of the PNHOs were calculated and the results are shown in 

Figure 5. The trends for overlap in the σ and π bonding separately are 

shown in Figure SI1 and follow similar trends to those in Figure 5. The 

f block systems show greater overlap, compared with the transition 

metals, i.e. we see larger overlap integrals where bonding orbitals 

are composed of s, d and f components, by contrast to the transition 

metal systems where only s and d orbitals contribute to the covalent 

bonding. 

 
Figure 5: Sum (σ + 2π) of overlap integrals for the M-O bonding 
NLMOs with changes in r(M-O) in M(OC6H5)4. 
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Figure 6: Product of the overlap integrals and %M contribution to the 
three M-O bonding NLMOs (σ+2π) with changes in r(M-O) in 
M(OC6H5)4. 

The results for the f block systems are consistent with the trends 

in radial extension of orbitals within a chemical series, with Th 

displaying greater overlap than U, and Ce exhibiting less overlap than 

the actinides, indicative of the greater core-like behaviour of the 4f 

orbitals. As already noted, the magnitude of overlap does not 

necessarily infer greater %M contribution. The actinides have 

greatest overlap, despite Th exhibiting the lowest %M contribution 

to the NLMOs. Thus, we are reminded that overlap alone does not 

define bonding and that for Th, although there is significant orbital 

overlap, the NLMOs are largely dominated by oxygen character. It 

follows that both properties, overlap and %M contribution, need to 

be considered when assessing M-O bonding, and we present the 

product of these in Figure 6. The product is calculated for each of the 

σ- and π-type orbitals separately, and summed to give the data 

presented. We propose this metric as a measure of covalency from a 

localized bonding orbital perspective, revealing a covalency trend of 

U > Ti > Ce > Th > Hf > Zr; we show further support for this trend in 

the following section. 

 

Quantum theory of atoms in molecules analysis 

Analysis of the topology of the electron density provides another 

quantitative measure of bonding, that differs from orbital based 

methods such as NBO. In this section the quantum theory of atoms 

in molecules is used to further analyse M-O covalency in M(OC6H5)4. 

The metrics employed herein have been used extensively to 

characterize bonding in situ and have been shown to be particularly 

useful in f element chemistry.4,31,36–39  

Data for the bond critical point (BCP) metrics (electron density, 

ρBCP, its Laplacian ∇2ρBCP, and the total energy density HBCP) and 

integrated QTAIM properties (atomic charge, q, and the 

delocalization index of the M and O atom pair, δ(M,O)) are shown in 

Table 2 for the optimized M(OC6H5)4 systems (and for the systems at 

r(M-O) – 0.12 Å in Table SI2 of the Supplementary Information). The 

magnitudes of ρBCP and HBCP are measures of covalency, where values 

of ρBCP > 0.2 au and HBCP < 0 indicate interactions with significant 

sharing of electrons, or covalent character.40 Interestingly, there is a 

strong correlation between the deformation energy of r(M-O), 

presented in Figure 1, and ρBCP and HBCP for the transition metal 

systems, such that R2 = 1.00 and R2 = 0.91, respectively (Figure SI2b 

and SI3b). However, the f block systems do not exhibit any such 

correlation, such that R2 = 0.00 and R2 = 0.01 for ρBCP and HBCP, 

respectively (Figure SI2c and SI3c). We have previously seen very 

poor correlations of ρBCP and HBCP with bond energies in systems 

featuring An–N bonds.38 Since bond strength and bond covalency are 

not synonymous, we suggest that the interplay of d and f orbital 

contributions to bonding plays a significant role in the distinction 

between the d and f element systems, and contributes to the 

variation in ρBCP and deformation energy of r(M-O) reported herein. 

Covalency trends based on ρBCP or HBCP for the f block systems 

(U > Ce > Th) agree with the orbital analysis presented above, and 

with previous studies.34,35  

Table 2: QTAIM metrics (au) for the optimized M(OC6H5)4 systems. 
Bond critical point metrics for the M-O bond, and integrated 
properties are presented. QTAIM metrics for r(M-O) at -0.12 Å are 
shown in Table SI2.  

M r(M-O), Å q(M) q(O) ρBCP ∇2ρBCP HBCP δ(M,O) 

Ti 1.785 2.33 -1.23 0.146 0.762 -0.047 0.766 

Zr 1.937 2.68 -1.29 0.119 0.644 -0.030 0.687 

Hf 1.919 2.74 -1.31 0.130 0.757 -0.033 0.666 

Ce 2.086 2.49 -1.24 0.112 0.426 -0.037 0.822 

Th 2.147 2.84 -1.30 0.107 0.392 -0.034 0.744 

U 2.088 2.63 -1.27 0.125 0.482 -0.045 0.856 

 

Atomic charges can give indications of bonding character, with 

decreased charge (and charge separation) associated with covalency. 

The QTAIM charges on the metal, q(M), show a trend for the 

transition metals, with covalent behaviour decreasing down the 

group. For the f block systems, q(M) suggests a covalency trend of Ce 

> U > Th. These trends are consistent with the NBO charges which are 

shown in Table SI3 of the Supplementary Information. 

The Laplacian of ρBCP, ∇2ρBCP, describes the degree of electron 

density concentration (∇2ρBCP < 0) or depletion (∇2ρBCP > 0) at the BCP. 

Covalent bonds have build-up of electron density at the BCP, yielding 

a negative ∇2ρBCP, however, the highly polarized nature of the M-O 

bond herein yields all positive values of ∇2ρBCP and is typical of highly 

polar bonding. The changes in ∇2ρBCP with r(M-O) are shown in Figure 

7. Interestingly, the transition metals have the greater values of 

∇2ρBCP, indicative of greater charge depletion and decreased 

covalency. Further, the gradient of ∇2ρBCP for the transition metal 

systems is ca. 2 times that of the f block systems. We have previously 

observed modest correlations of ∇2ρBCP with bond energies in 

systems containing An–N bonds.38 
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Figure 7: The Laplacian at the BCP, ∇2ρBCP, for the M(OC6H5)4 systems 
with changes in r(M-O).  

To understand the origin and significance of ∇2ρBCP in more 

detail, we look to the virial theorem (equation 1) and the definition 

of the total energy density (equation 2). The latter is defined as the 

sum of the potential (VBCP) and kinetic (GBCP) energy densities and if 

the potential energy is greater in magnitude, a negative total energy 

density (HBCP) results.  

¼∇2ρBCP = 2GBCP + VBCP (1) 

HBCP = VBCP + GBCP (2) 

For the bonding interaction investigated herein │VBCP│ > GBCP and 

thus HBCP is negative. However, │VBCP│ is not greater than 2GBCP, 

hence ∇2ρBCP is positive. The ratio –(GBCP/VBCP) provides a measure of 

partially covalent interactions when between 0.5 and 1, such that as 

–(GBCP/VBCP) approaches 1 the system is more non-covalent.41 This 

ratio is shown for the systems considered herein in Table 3, together 

with changes in the destabilizing kinetic energy density (GBCP).¶ All 

systems show a decrease in –(GBCP/VBCP) ratio with shortening of r(M-

O), indicating increasing covalent character. The transition metal 

systems have a greater –(GBCP/VBCP) ratio than the f elements, again 

indicating more covalent character in the f elements. This is a direct 

result of the greater magnitude of GBCP for the transition metals. 

Further, the slope of GBCP increases with changes in r(M-O) at a rate 

                                                           
 

 

 

 

 

¶ Formally, the viral theorem holds only for an equilibrium system. 
However, there are only very small changes to the virial theorem 
over our range of r(M-O). For example, in the U system 

up to 2 times greater in the transition metals relative to the f block 

systems. 

In the previously presented NLMO-based bonding analysis, it was 

shown that the f block complexes exhibit greater overlap than the d 

block systems. This increased overlap manifests itself in the electron 

density through decrease in kinetic energy of the electrons involved 

in the associated bonding interaction. The greater magnitude of 

overlap allows greater delocalization and thus, reduction of kinetic 

energy density. Hence, as hypothesized for the overlap, we propose 

that the diversity of the valence region of the f block systems allows 

greater delocalization of the electron density into valence orbitals 

and results in attenuation of the destabilizing kinetic energy 

density.42 Overall, the –(GBCP/VBCP) ratio suggests a covalency trend 

of U > Ce ≈ Th > Ti > Hf > Zr, with a clear separation between the d 

and f elements. 

Table 3: Kinetic energy density at the M-O BCP, GBCP, and ratio of 
kinetic to potential energy densities, -(GBCP/VBCP) for M(OC6H5)4 in the 
optimized systems and when r(M-O) is shortened by 0.12 Å. 

Compound 
GBCP, au -(GBCP/VBCP) 

Optimized -0.12 Å Optimized -0.12 Å 

Ti(OC6H5)4 0.237 0.354 0.836 0.802 

Zr(OC6H5)4 0.191 0.276 0.863 0.814 

Hf(OC6H5)4 0.196 0.286 0.856 0.811 

Ce(OC6H5)4 0.143 0.198 0.796 0.749 

Th(OC6H5)4 0.132 0.184 0.795 0.750 

U(OC6H5)4 0.165 0.231 0.786 0.738 

  

Essential to the idea of covalent bonding is the exchange of 

electrons between bonded atoms. The delocalization index is often 

used as the defining QTAIM metric for covalency, since it provides a 

measure of the number of electron pairs exchanged in an 

interaction.4,9,43–45 It is derived from the expectation value of the 

exchange operator over two atomic basins and is irrespective of the 

nature of the interaction. The delocalization indices for M-O bonding, 

δ(M,O), are shown in Figure 8. It is worth noting that the magnitude 

of δ(A,B) does not equal the number of electron pairs shared unless 

they are shared equally and decreases due to unequal sharing or 

|¼∇2ρBCP – [2GBCP + VBCP]| is 4.3 × 10-8 at the optimized geometry, and 
3.6 × 10-7 at r(M-O) – 0.12 Å. 
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delocalization elsewhere in the molecule.45–52 Overall, δ(M,O) 

predicts a covalency trend of U > Ce > Ti > Th > Zr > Hf.  

 

 
Figure 8: The delocalization index, δ(M,O), for the M(OC6H5)4 systems 
with changes in r(M-O).  

Comparison of NLMO and QTAIM data 

Consistency between the orbital-based NLMO analysis and the 

electron density-based QTAIM metrics is important for confidence in 

the conclusions. A summary of the trends predicted by these 

methods is shown in Table 4. In general, there is remarkably good 

agreement; the U-O bond exhibits the greatest covalency, followed 

by Ce and then Th, with the 4d and 5d elements consistently 

calculated to have the least covalent M-O bonds. 

Table 4: Covalency trends for the M-O bond in M(OC6H5)4. 

Metric Covalency trend 

NLMO: %M × overlap U > Ti > Ce > Th > Hf > Zr 
QTAIM: –(GBCP/VBCP) U > Ce ≈ Th > Ti > Hf > Zr 

QTAIM: δ(M,O) U > Ce > Ti > Th > Zr > Hf 

 

The three metrics disagree as to the relative covalency of the Ti 

system. While it is always found to be the most covalent of the group 

4 elements, its position vs Ce and Th varies with metric. -(GBCP/VBCP) 

yields the lowest relative covalency for the Ti system, with a clear 

divide between the f and d elements. It differs, most relevantly, from 

the other metrics in being a BCP property. The BCP lies along the 

bond path, or path of maximum electron density between the 

nuclear attractors, and is thus most significantly impacted by σ-type 

bonding interactions. Since the Ti system has the greatest π-type 

bonding interactions (shown in Figure 4 and Figure SI4) this may play 

a role in bolstering the NLMO and δ(M,O) metrics for Ti. 

The ---(GBCP/VBCP) metric is important in that it characterizes the 

nature of the electon density at the BCP. The attenuation of kinetic 

energy density is a key property of covalency, and thus this metric 

provides an interesting perspective on this trend. The attentuation 

achieved by the f elements is likely the result of the diversification of 

the valence region to include s, d, and f orbital contributions, while 

the d elements are restricted to s and d. 

The NLMO metric predicts the Ti–O bond to have the largest 

relative covalency, compared with the other two metrics. The NLMO 

metric is the product of the %M contribution, where Ti dominates, 

and the overlap of the precursory orbitals to the NLMOs, where there 

is a divide between the d and f elements, with the f elements 

exhibiting greater overlap. Thus, the factor contributing more 

significantly to the high NLMO covalency of the Ti system is the %M 

contribution to the Ti-O bond. Ti has the highest electronegativity of 

all the metals studied53 (Pauling electronegativities: Ti 1.54, Zr 1.33, 

Hf 1.3, Ce 1.12, Th 1.3, U 1.38), and as such its valence orbitals will 

be closest in energy to the oxygen 2p levels. The denominator in the 

expression for the orbital mixing coefficients will therefore be 

smallest for the Ti/O interaction. 

δ(M,O) places Ti between the –(GBCP/VBCP) and NLMO metrics in 

relative covalency. It is an integrated property which accounts for the 

quantity and equality of electron density exchanged between atomic 

basins, and does not characterize the BCP. Thus, δ(M,O) can capture 

covalency resulting from π-type intereactions and provides a bridge 

between the orbital analysis and the BCP-based ---(GBCP/VBCP) metric. 

We quantify the comparison of the trends in Table 4 in Figure SI5, 

which plots the correlations between the three metrics. There is 

good correlation between –(GBCP/VBCP) and δ(M,O), and (%M × 

overlap) and δ(M,O), with R2 = 0.73 and 0.80 respectively, but rather 

poorer correlation between (%M × overlap) and –(GBCP/VBCP) (R2 = 

0.56), for which Ti is clearly an outlier (R2 rises to 0.91 when Ti is 

excluded). In general, the consistency between the conclusions from 

the different metrics does indeed lend confidence in them. 

Conclusions 

In this study, we bring together molecular orbital and electron 

density topology-based analysis methods to assess covalency in 

M(OC6H5)4. The M-O bond in U(OC6H5)4 is the most covalent, 

followed by Ce–O and then Th–O, with those in the heavier transition 

metal compounds being the least so. The relative covalency of the 

Ti–O bond is found to be metric dependent. 

Our conclusion that the f element systems exhibit greater 

covalent character than structurally similar d element systems 

agrees with other studies of actinide and transition metal complexes. 

For example, a recent study of dithiocarbamate complexes, 

M(S2CNiPr2)4, featuring a similar metal series to our targets – Ti, Zr, 

Hf, Th, Np – reports covalency trends based on δ(M,S) which agree 

with those found here.9 Note, however, that covalency trends for a 

given bond can be dependent on ligand environment. For example, 

in the case of M-Cl bonds, X-ray absorption spectroscopy indicates 

that U exhibits ca. half the covalency of Ti, Zr and Hf in the 

metallocene dichloride (C5Me5)2MCl2,
7 while U displays larger orbital 

mixing than Ti, Zr, and Hf in MCl62-complexes.8 

In summary, this study reaffirms that localised orbital and 

electron topological analyses are useful tools for probing covalency 

in d and f element–ligand bonding. Decomposition of the Laplacian 

of the bond critical point electron density into its potential and 
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kinetic energy density components allows for the assessment of 

kinetic energy attenuation, a defining feature of covalency, which is 

closely related to the overlap of bonding orbitals. This reveals a 

defining difference in transition metal versus f block M-O bonding 

and provides context to the delocalization index δ(M,O) which is 

often used to quantify covalency. We present evidence to suggest 

that the product of the overlap and %M contribution to NLMOs 

correlates well with QTAIM metrics, and recommend these measures 

of covalency for analysis of metal-ligand bonding. 
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